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Dear families,
The good news is that our learners will be
returning to school from 8th March 2021. We
cannot wait to see them again. Whilst our
remote learning experience has been a
positive one, there is no substitute for faceto-face learning and interactions. The social
aspect of school is equally important.
We will finalise plans for return early next
week and will communicate to you as soon
as our risk assessment has been agreed by
Governors. Please ensure that you have
given us consent for the Lateral Flow Testing. These tests will be done in school for
the first week, and then students will be
given Home-Testing kits for the rest of the
half-term.
It has certainly been a busy week, as you
are aware we had a Remote Ofsted Inspection on 25th February. Whilst the outcome is
confidential until quality assurance processes are complete, I can tell you that we
are very happy with the findings. In particular I wish to thank those parents who took
the time to complete the Ofsted survey;
these responses represented a very positive experience of our school. When the letter is published I will send it to you.
Finally, you will have seen the announcement that the Summer GCSE exams will
again be Centre Assessed Grades. The exam
boards will set out plans in the coming
weeks and as soon as this information is
available we will share it with you. What
is clear is that every piece of work
completed by our Year 11 can have an
impact on the final grade they receive this summer. None of their
hard work will be wasted.
Yours sincerely

Friday 26th February 2021

YEAR 11 ARTWORK

GET BACK ON TRACK: SUPPORTING PARENTS WHO
ARE IN EMPLOYMENT THROUGH THE PANDEMIC
COVID-19 presents challenges for parents in employment. Many parents will
be understandably worried about the security of their jobs. Others may be
grappling with the complex challenges of schooling children during the lockdown while also having to juggle demanding jobs. Parents may be concerned
that their job places them at a greater risk of COVID-19 and may feel that
their employers could do more to safeguard them, or someone that they are
shielding. Others may work for organisations that have already undergone
restructure processes meaning they now have to take on more work, perform longer hours or deal with other workplace issues such as bullying,
stress, managing mental health, sickness absence or difficult processes at
work.
The Get Back on Track service can support and advise parents who are facing challenges at their work during the pandemic.
The service can guide parents through complex work issues in order to enable parents to remain in employment, which contributes towards creating
happier and more resilient families during the pandemic. Get Back on Track
understands that its clients need help from specialists that listen and can
help to demystify complex employment matters.
The service is delivered by Shaw Trust in partnership with Islington Council.
It is available to anyone who lives in Islington or anyone who is registered with an Islington GP.
Contact details
To get in touch you can:
Call: 0800 389 0177;
Email: getbackontrack@nhs.net
Visit: Get Back on
Track’s webpage and complete a simple online
enquiry form

PE CHALLENGE
One of the challenges set this
week was to learn how to
juggle. This is the component
of fitness called ‘coordination’. Here’s Sidney in
Year 7 giving it his best shot!

YEAR 11 PARENT WORKSHOP - SUMMER RESULTS UPDATES
To follow on from Mr. Streeter's 'Dear families' you will receive a letter
from Ms. Good and Mr. Abdulemula that includes more details about the
Centre Assessed Grades process. We would also ask our Year 11 parents/carers to look out for a Google Meets invitation to a parent workshop on Tuesday 2nd March from 9am-10am. It will focus on the summer results processes for your child. We look forward to speaking with
you! Please see the Ofqual infographic that provides a brief outline for
you to begin to consider:

OLD CAMDENIANS
Since 1909, Old Camdenians have been supporting both the school and its pupils with
bursaries for education. Catch up on all of the
news from Old Camdenians by clicking here

Have your contact details changed recently? Or does your child have a medical condition we do not
know about? Please let the office staff know as soon as you can by emailing: postbox@beacon.org

